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I  Introduction 
Out-of-the-money put options on an equity index are an attractive form of insurance for traders that 
fear a general market decline. With index option market makers in relatively short supply, the market 
prices of these options are often far higher than the Black-Scholes (1973) model prices based on the 
at-the-money volatility. Consequently the implied volatility of these options is commonly found to be 
higher than the implied volatility of at-the-money call and put options and out-of-the-money calls. 
This skew (or ‘smirk’) in equity index implied volatility has been very pronounced since the global 
stock market crash in 1987.1  
 
The equity index implied volatility skew is associated with a negatively skewed implied risk neutral 
returns density. Bates (1997, 2000) finds the skewness can account for around 4% of SP500 option 
prices and suggests that it is the risk neutral densities, rather than the physical densities, of equity 
indices that have changed since the crash. If the physical densities do indeed remain less skewed and 
leptokurtic than the risk neutral, then a possible explanation is an increase in the risk premium of the 
average trader since the crash of 1987.  
 
Most option pricing models imply that both skewness and leptokurtosis in the risk neutral density 
should diminish substantially as maturity increases (e.g. Konikov and Madan, 2000 and others). Also, 
the skewness and leptokurtosis of physical returns densities should, if the central limit theorem 
applies, diminish as the period of returns increases.  Nevertheless Carr and Wu (2003) find 
pronounced risk neutral skews in the SP500 index that persist into options with over one year to 
expiry.  
 
Bakshi et al (2003) focus on the relationship between the higher moments of the risk neutral density 
and the higher moments of the physical density of index returns. They show that negative skewness in 
the risk neutral measure can arise even when the physical density is symmetric, provided there is 
excess kurtosis in the physical density and that traders have a positive risk premium. Leverage implies 
that the index skew should b e less pronounced than individual equity skews (the effect of 
diversification) but Bakshi et al find that in the OEX index it can happen that the index skew is more 
pronounced than all individual equity skews. One ‘stylized fact’ that has emerged from this research is 
that, at least in the US stock market since the crash of 1987, the index skews are both too pronounced 
and too persistent to accord with the standard time-series analysis of the conditional densities of index 
returns and can only be explained by the risk premium. 
 
                                                 
1 See Bates (1991), Rubinstein (1994), Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1996), Derman and Kamal (1997), Tompkins (2001) and 
many others provide extensive empirical evidence of this ongoing phenomenon. ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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The large literature on risk neutral skews is matched by an even larger literature on conditional 
moments in the physical measure. These are almost exclusively modelled in the generalized 
autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity framework introduced by Engle (1982) and Bollerslev 
(1986). The observed non-normalities in both conditional and unconditional returns is higher than can 
be predicted by normal GARCH(1,1) models. Hence Bollerslev (1987) introduced the Student’s  t-
GARCH(1,1) model and Fernandez and Steel (1998) extended this to the skewed t-distribution. These 
t-GARCH models have no time-variation in the conditional higher moments2 so the  t-GARCH 
implied equity skew may only change with maturity if there is a time varying risk premium. However 
many studies (e.g. Christoffersen, Heston and Jacobs, 2004; Bates, 1991 and others) emphasize the 
importance of time-variability in the physical conditional skewness. 
 
More recent research by Haas et al (2004) and Alexander and Lazar (2004a) on GARCH models with 
mixture of normal GARCH(1,1) variance processes has shown that these models provide a better fit 
to physical conditional densities than many other types of GARCH models. The normal components 
in the mixture distribution can be interpreted as symbolising different market circumstances or groups 
of different investment behaviour. Since these ‘normal mixture GARCH’ models do have time-
varying conditional higher moments, they could be capable of replicating volatility smiles even without 
a risk premium. Having said this, Alexander and Lazar (2004b) show that the continuous limit of 
normal mixture GARCH(1,1) models is a stochastic volatility model; not in the traditional sense of a 
variance diffusion, but a model with Bayesian uncertainty over the possible variance components. 
Since this uncertainty cannot be hedged, a risk premium must apply in the risk neutral density and the 
time variation in this risk premium enhances both the skew and the term structure in implied 
volatilities. 
 
Alexander and Lazar (2004a) show that if the model has more than two variance components severe 
biases in parameter estimates are likely to result and consequently the estimated conditional skewness 
and excess kurtosis can be unaccountably unstable over time. At least for modelling major exchange 
rate time-series, they find that the mixture of two GARCH(1,1) components models outperform both 
symmetric and asymmetric t-GARCH models and normal mixture GARCH(1,1) models with more 
than two components. However, whilst the mixture of two normal variance component specifications 
may fit exchange rate data well, these models are not sufficiently flexible to apply to equity indices. 
This is because there is only one source of skewness in the physical returns densities, i.e. that arising 
from the different means in the components of the normal mixture conditional density. The model 
ignores the ‘leverage effect’ in equities that has been documented by Black (1976) and many others.3  
                                                 
2 Unless it is explicitly modelled, as for instance in Hansen (1994) and Harvey and Siddique (1999). 
3 A fall in the equity price makes the firm more highly leveraged, and volatility increases because the firm’s future becomes 
more uncertain. However a commensurate rise in price will not have the symmetric effect on volatility. ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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Within the discrete time-varying volatility models of equity returns there is a vast literature on 
asymmetric GARCH models (see Engle and Ng, 1993; Glosten et al, 1993; Nelson, 1991 and many 
others). These models again capture only one source of skewness, i.e. the leverage effect. Clearly 
additional structure is required to capture the empirical observations of Bakshi et al (2003) and others 
about the nature of skewness in the risk neutral equity index skew. Several papers (e.g. Bekaert and 
Wu, 2000; Wu, 2001) study the correlation between returns and volatility. As well as emphasizing the 
importance of time-variability in the risk premiums, these authors show that it is the leverage effect 
rather than volatility feedback that determines the negative correlation between returns and volatility. 
Hence an asymmetric GARCH variance process should be more powerful than the GARCH-in-Mean 
process for explaining skew effects in the physical measure. In a recent study, Christoffersen and 
Jacobs (2004b) compare some GARCH models for option valuation. They also conclude that a simple 
asymmetric GARCH, or indeed any GARCH model that captures the leverage effect, performs best. 
Still, the models they considered (which did not include the normal mixture GARCH) were not able 
to capture either the full extent of the skewness or excess kurtosis in the data. 
 
In this paper we first extend the normal mixture GARCH(1,1) model to introduce and differentiate 
two distinct sources of skewness, one ‘dynamic’ and the other ‘persistent’. We shall apply this model 
to historical data on five major international stock market indices, showing that it provides the best fit 
of the fifteen different GARCH models considered (three symmetric and twelve asymmetric GARCH 
models).  By recovering trader’s beliefs about the likelihood of a stock market crash, and the risks and 
returns that may be experienced during a crash, implementing an asymmetric normal mixture 
GARCH allows one draw new insights about the physical density of stock market returns.  We use 
this (and other) GARCH models to analyse the determinants of the index skew in these stock markets. 
Even without a risk premium, the volatility skew implied by the asymmetric normal mixture GARCH 
models exhibits a pronounced skew that persists, though diminishing, for long-dated options. By 
contrast none of the other models can explain the observed characteristics of risk neutral skews in 
stock index markets without a risk premium.   
 
The paper is structured as follows: Section II defines the general asymmetric normal mixture GARCH 
model and investigates the properties (such as conditional and unconditional moments) of some 
specific variants. Section III describes the equity index data for five major equity markets (France, 
Germany, UK, Japan and US) and the estimation methodology. Section IV reports the estimation 
results for asymmetric and symmetric normal mixture GARCH models with two variance components 
and for several alternative models including symmetric and skewed t-GARCH with both symmetric 
and asymmetric variance processes. We apply several model selection criteria to identify the best 
model(s). Section V examines the parameter estimates from the normal mixture GARCH models and 
makes inferences on the likelihood of, and behaviour during, usual market circumstances and equity ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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market crashes. Then section VI applies the models to simulate the implied equity index skews in the 
SP500 index and Section VII summarizes and concludes. 
 
II  The Asymmetric Normal Mixture GARCH Model 
The specification of the model has K + 1 equations. For simplicity the conditional mean equation is 
written yt = et. It contains no explanatory variables as these can be estimated separately. The error term 
et is assumed to have a conditional normal mixture density with zero mean, which is a probability 
weighted average of K normal density functions with different means and variances. We write: 
) ,..., , ,..., , p ,..., p ( NM ~ I Kt t K K t t
2 2
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The conditional variance behaviour is described by K variance components – and these characterize, 
according to one interpretation, different market circumstances. These variances can follow any 
GARCH process but for the purpose of this paper we assume there are three possibilities. In addition 
to the symmetric GARCH(1,1) extensively studied in Alexander and Lazar (2004a) we consider two 
types of asymmetric processes: 
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For K > 1, the existence of second, third and fourth moments are assured by imposing less stringent 
conditions than in the single component (K = 1) models. For instance, Alexander and Lazar (2004a) 
show that we no longer require ai + ßi < 1.  Indeed, Haas et al (2004) have sometimes found a > 1 on ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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the second and higher variance components. This way, we only require the following set of conditions 
for the non-negativity of variance and the finiteness of third moment.4 For i = 1, …, K  we must have: 
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There are two distinct sources of asymmetry in the model:  
•  Persistent Asymmetry: This arises – in all three models – when the conditional returns density is a 
mixture of normal density components having different means. Appendix 1 shows that even 
the  unconditional density will have non-zero skewness, and that this increases with the 
differentiation of the component means. For instance, when K = 2 there is negative skewness 
in the overall conditional returns density when the component with the higher variance has a 
negative mean and positive skewness in the overall conditional returns density when the 
component with the higher variance has a positive mean.  
•  Dynamic Asymmetry: This is due to the ?i parameters in the component variance processes of 
models (ii) and (iii), which capture ‘short-term’ asymmetries due to the leverage effect. If ?i is 
positive the conditional variance in this component is higher following a negative unexpected 
return at time t – 1 than following a positive unexpected return. In equity markets, where ‘bad 
news’ normally corresponds to a negative unexpected return, we expect positive ?i. On the 
other hand, negative leverage coefficients may be estimated from commodity returns.5  
 
Taken together, these sources of skewness in the physical conditional returns density o ffer a 
sufficiently rich structure for capturing the behaviour of equity index skews. The unconditional 
moments of the two asymmetric normal mixture GARCH models (ii) and (iii) are stated in Appendix 
                                                 
4 There is no straightforward parameter constraint for existence of fourth moment. We simply require then that  
0 < E(e 4)< ¥. 
5 Note that the ith component of the conditional variance depends on the dispersion of the unexpected return, not around its 
mean µi in the individual density, but around the overall mean 0. The dispersion around 0 is always greater. Hence this third 
effect induces more skewness in each component conditional return density than in the overall conditional return density. ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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1. Note that the unconditional skewness and excess kurtosis are non-zero, so neither the skewness nor 
the excess kurtosis will converge to zero: the central limit theorem does not apply. Of particular 
interest is the fact that the unconditional skewness in each component is zero,6 so the unconditional 
skewness in the overall index returns density stems primarily from the ‘persistent’ asymmetry, i.e. from 
the different means in the components of the normal mixture conditional density.  
 
                                                 
6 Since we have conditional normality for each component, the conditional skewness for each component is zero, leading to 
zero unconditional skewness. ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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III  Data and Parameter Estimation 
Our results will be based on the daily closing prices of five equity market indices: CAC40, DAX30, 
FTSE100, Nikkei225 and S&P 500 from January 1991 to May 2003. The index prices are shown in 
Figures 1 –5 and the following summarises the general characteristics of the daily returns:7  
 
  CAC  DAX  FTSE  Nikkei  S&P 
Volatility  23.4%  24.91%  18.07%  24.36%  17.45% 
Skewness  –0.0472  –0.1485***  –0.0506  0.1417***  –0.0216 
Excess kurtosis  2.739***  3.964***  2.657***  2.427***  3.378*** 
 
The skewness is negative except for the Nikkei, where it is very significantly positive. The skewness is 
also highly significant (and negative) in the DAX. Moderate excess kurtosis is evident, more so in the 
DAX and the S&P, and the FTSE and S&P indices have been less volatile than the others during this 
period. 
 
For each index, we estimate the conditional variance parameters separately on the residuals e t from 
AR(p) conditional means equations. All indices had significant positive autocorrelation at this daily 
frequency and, using information criteria we identified up to  p = 4 lags.8 Then, maximizing the 
likelihood, or equivalently, maximizing  




t ) ( ln ) | ( L
1
e ? e ?  
gives the optimal parameter values, given the data. One major problem in any type of optimisation is 
the search for appropriate starting values, to ensure that the optimisation process leads to the global 
optimum, instead of a local one. To overcome this problem, as suggested by Doornik (2000), an initial 
grid search is performed. However, the difficulty of optimisation increases with the number of 
parameters, thus with the number of components in the mixture.  
 
The updating formula has the following form, where g is the gradient vector, H the Hessian matrix 
and s represents the step-length: 
                                                 
7 For an (annualised) return X the first four moments of its distributions are the mean µ = E (X), variance s 2 = E [(X - µ)2], 
skewness, t = E [(X - µ)3] / s 3  and excess kurtosis, k = E [(X - µ)4] / s 4 – 3. The standard error (s.e.) of the sample 
estimates of these parameters are as follows: s.e. sample mean = s/￿T, s.e. sample variance = ￿2 s2/T, s.e. of the sample 
skewness » T / 6 , s.e. of the sample excess kurtosis »  T / 24 , where T represents the total number of observations. In the 
table *** represent results significantly different from zero at the 0.1% level. 
8 We fitted the following AR(p) models: 
CAC:    rt = 0.0039 + 0.0405 rt-1 – 0.0417 rt-2 – 0.0494 rt-3 + 0.0095 rt-4 + et 
DAX:    rt = 0.0044 + 0.0066 rt-1 – 0.0381 rt-2 + et  
FTSE:     rt = 0.0036 + 0.0218 rt-1 – 0.0506 rt-2 – 0.0493 rt-3 + et 
NIKKEI:   rt = –0.0056 – 0.0269 rt-1 – 0.0485 rt-2 + et 
SP:    rt = 0.0062 + 0.0133 rt-1 + et ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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To compute the Hessian matrix and the gradient vector, we can use either analytic or numerical first 
and second order derivatives of  L (? |e) with respect to ? – see Appendix 2.9  
 
IV  Empirical Results 
We fitted three symmetric and twelve asymmetric GARCH models to the equity index data: 
(1) Symmetric normal GARCH(1,1) 
(2) Normal AGARCH(1,1) 
(3) Normal GJR(1,1) 
(4) Symmetric GARCH(1,1) with Student’s t distributed errors 
(5) AGARCH(1,1) with Student’s t distributed errors 
(6) GJR(1,1) with Student’s t distributed errors 
(7) GARCH(1,1) with Skewed Student’s t distributed errors 
(8) AGARCH(1,1) with Skewed Student’s t distributed errors 
(9) GJR(1,1) with Skewed Student’s t distributed errors 
(10) Symmetric NM(2)-GARCH(1,1) with zero means in the mixture 
(11) NM(2)-AGARCH(1,1) with zero means in the mixture 




The estimations are reported in Tables 1 – 5.10 The upper figure in each cell reports the parameter 
estimate and the lower figure is the t-ratio. Note that in these tables the first row reports the degrees of 
freedom for the t-GARCH models (4) – (9) and the highest weight of the two components in the NM(2)-
GARCH models. Similarly, the third row reports the skewness parameter for models (7) – (9) and the 
mean of the first normal density for the normal mixture GARCH models. 
 
Model Selection 
The four model selection criteria used are 
(a)  The maximum likelihood: To account for parsimony the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and 
Schwartz’s Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) were also examined (though not reported in 
the Tables). 
                                                 
9 The results were generated using C++ and Ox version 3.30 (Doornik, 2002) and the G@rch package version 3.0 (Laurent, 
S. and Peters, J.-P., 2002) 
10 In Tables 1 – 5 the parameters are estimated by MLE. Numbers in parenthesis represent t-ratios with * and ** signifying 
significance at the 5% and 1% level respectively. ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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(b)  The Newey (1985) moment specification tests: Following Newey (1985), we test for normality in the 
standardized residuals, checking the first four moments and for zero autocorrelations in the 
powers, using a Wald test. There are a total of 20 conditions including a joint test on all 
conditions. Test statistics for the moment tests have a ? 2(1) distribution and for the 
cumulative test have a ?2(20) distribution. The Tables report the number of tests (out of 20) 
that are rejected at 1%. 
(c)  The unconditional density test: The density test is on the histogram fit between the model 
simulated data and the original data. This is one of the most difficult tests for GARCH 
models to pass as it tests for the  unconditional distributional fit.  The model returns are 
simulated11 and their histogram is estimated using a nonparametric kernel approach. Several 
alternatives are available for the kernel, our chosen function being that of Epanechnikov 
(1969). Then the model selection criterion is based on the modified Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
(KS) statistic (Kolmogoroff, 1933, Smirnov, 1939, Massey, 1951 and Khamis, 2000). 
(d)  The Autocorrelation Function (ACF) test: By contrast to (iii) this test captures the  dynamic 
properties of the model squared returns  – namely, the empirical autocorrelations of t he 
squared returns. Appendix 3 states the theoretical autocorrelation functions of the different 
models and we apply the Mean Squared Error (MSE) criterion to assess the fit with the 
empirical autocorrelations.  
 
The results of these specification tests are shown in the last four rows of Tables 1 – 5. These are 
discussed in turn: 
(a)  Likelihood: All series favour the NM(2)-GJRGARCH model with non-zero means in the 
components, except the Nikkei for which the NM(2)-AGARCH  is preferable. This is not just 
because  there are more parameters in these models, as the AIC supports the likelihood 
results. Note that the BIC prefers the t-GARCH models (4) – (6) for some series. 
(b)  Moment specification tests: These tests show that the most basic models, i.e. (1)  – (3) do not 
capture the higher moments. But beyond this observation, the moment tests do not 
distinguish well between the models. We find that either most of the models pass all tests (as 
in the case of the FTSE index), or most have several rejections (as in the DAX). Overall, we 
can say that the  t-GARCH models (4)  – (9) produce marginally better results on these 
moment tests. 
(c)  Unconditional density: This shows a clear preference for the NM(2)-GJRGARCH with all three 
sources of asymmetry (i.e. with different component means), except for the CAC (which 
prefers zero means).  
                                                 
11 We simulate returns, based on the estimated parameters, and to ensure that the simulated density is not affected by small 
sample size we use 50,000 replications. Also, to avoid any influence of the starting values, each simulation has 1000 steps 
ahead in time but we only use the last simulated return. ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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(d)  ACF test: This test also favours the asymmetric NM(2) models. First note that whilst one (or 
more) of the t-GARCH models may do a reasonable job to capture the dynamic properties of 
the squared residuals, these models perform badly for at least one index. The best t-GARCH 
model according to this criterion is model (5), AGARCH(1,1) with Student’s  t distributed 
errors.  Nevertheless this still has MSE of 3.1054 in the DAX, 1.2539 in the Nikkei and 
1.8548 in the S&P 500. By contrast, all the NM(2) models (10)  – (15) perform very well 
according to this criteria.  
 
In summary,  
•  The two most important tests (c) and (d) indicate a clear superiority of the NM(2)-GARCH 
models over t-GARCH models and the simple symmetric and asymmetric GARCH models, 
although slightly different specifications do better for different series.  
•  The ‘persistent’ source of asymmetry appears to be important in all indices, except the CAC. 
That is, the non-zero means models (14) and (15) are generally preferred.  
•  The ‘dynamic’ asymmetries (i.e. those due to leverage) are also very important – that is, both 
types of asymmetric components – AGARCH and GJRGARCH – greatly improve the fit.  
•  The NM(2)-GARCH models perform well according to criteria (a) and (b) as well. 
•  The normal GARCH(1,1) model is the worst fit by all criteria. 
•  The Students t-GARCH models (4) – (9) fit well according to (a) with the BIC criteria, and 
(albeit along with other models) they also do well on the moment tests. However,  unless an 
AGARCH or GJR specification is used, the models yield a ridiculously high unconditional 
volatility. 
•  Interestingly, the models (7) – (9) don’t perform much better than the models (4) – (6). Thus, 
when the variance process is either AGARCH or GJRGARCH, the additional asymmetry 
afforded by using the skewed t-distribution in place of the standard Student’s t-distribution 
appears to be unnecessary. 
 
V   Normal Mixtures: GARCH with ‘Normal’ and ‘Crash’ Components 
We now focus on the parameter estimates for the asymmetric normal mixture GARCH models (11), 
(12), (14) and (15). From the results in Alexander and Lazar (2004b) we know that the continuous 
limit of the normal mixture GARCH model is a stochastic volatility normal mixture diffusion process 
with normal mixture transition densities and normal mixture marginal density. The mixing law 
corresponds, in behavioural terms, to the uncertain views about volatility that are held in a 
homogeneous population of traders. Since in all of the estimated normal mixture GARCH models for 
equity indices we have a high volatility component with a low probability and a low probability 
component with a high probability, it is clear that these normal mixture GARCH models are capturing ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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a ‘usual market circumstances component’ and a ‘crash component’ in equity markets. The 
probabilities associated with these components represent the trader’s beliefs, i.e. the probabilities he 
assigns to a normal market and to the occurrence of a crash during the forecast horizon.  
 
One limitation of the normal mixture GARCH framework is that the state probability is assumed 
constant i.e. traders have no learning opportunity, so that their prior beliefs are not updated. If traders 
are to learn then the state probabilities would need to be time-varying, as for instance in the class of 
Markov Switching GARCH Models introduced by Hamilton and Susmel (1994) and Cai (1994). 
Nevertheless, normal mixture GARCH models already give considerably more insight to the 
behaviour of physical returns densities for equity indices than has previously been recovered from 
physical data.  
 
In particular the first component (i.e. ‘usual’ market component) has the following features: 
•  A high probability: a weight of approximately 0.96 (CAC, DAX), 0.92 (FTSE), 0.95 (Nikkei) 
and 0.93 (S&P).  
•  An annualised return of 0.4% (CAC), 0.3% (DAX), 0.6% (FTSE), – 0.4% (Nikkei) and 0.6% 
(S&P). Note that the Japanese market is the exception, having a negative expected return under 
‘usual’ market circumstances.12 
•  A lower unconditional variance, with a volatility of approximately 21% (CAC, DAX), 16% 
(FTSE), 23% (Nikkei) and 15% (S&P).  
•  Usual GARCH parameter values. 
•  The leverage effect is significant, has the expected sign, and it is not too strong. 
 
The second component (i.e. the ‘crash’ component) has the following features: 
•  A low probability: a weight of between 0.04 and 0.08 in the mixture  
•  A negative mean return (except in the Nikkei, so here the second component is actually an 
upward jump component). It varies considerably, much more than the mean of the ‘usual’ 
market component: from –3% for the FTSE to –8% for the CAC and the S&P.  
•  A high unconditional volatility, of around 45 - 50% in the CAC, DAX and Nikkei, but much 
lower (at around 30%) for the FTSE and S&P. 
•  A significantly higher constant, a lower persistence parameter, and a larger reaction parameter 
than in the first component. 
•  A very pronounced leverage effect during ‘crash’ markets in the S&P and CAC. Note that this 
is not apparent from the simple skewness statistics estimated on index returns. 
 
                                                 
12 When the means are non-zero (as in models (14) and (15)). ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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An important advantage of the normal mixture GARCH models is the ability to model time variation 
in the conditional higher moments of returns, i.e. time varying conditional skewness and kurtosis. In 
order to use these estimates, we need first to compare the unconditional higher moments of returns 
estimated by the normal mixture GARCH models with the unconditional higher moments of returns 
estimated using simple sample statistics: 
•  For all indices except the Nikkei, the negative skewness arises from having a low variance 
component with positive mean, and negative mean on the high variance component. The 
positive skewness in the Nikkei is captured by the negative mean on the low variance 
component (and corresponding positive mean on the high variance component).  
•  For the DAX, FTSE and Nikkei, the models’ unconditional skewness is commensurate with 
the sample statistics in Section III. However, for the S&P the normal mixture GARCH models 
reveal more negative skewness than direct estimation of unconditional skewness on returns 
data. This happens because the leverage coefficient estimate in the second component is 
exceptionally large in the S&P.13  
•  When symmetric GARCH(1,1) components are used (as in models (10) and (13)), generally the 
models’ excess kurtosis is much too high. However the introduction of asymmetric 
components brings the excess kurtosis down to realistic levels, very close to those observed in 
the sample moments. 
We deduce that the additional asymmetries introduced by AGARCH or GJRGARCH components in 
the normal mixture GARCH models are very important for the accurate modelling of higher 
moments of returns. 
 
The NM(2)-GARCH with asymmetric components has been able to distinguish several behavioural 
characteristics of the five major world equity markets for a time series analysis of the returns data 
alone. The main features of the crash periods are as follows: 
1.  Crash periods in the  US market  carry a probability of around 6%. This market is 
characterized by very large downward jumps, on average around –8% in annual terms. The 
average volatility during crashes is around 30%. Also, at these times the leverage effect is very 
pronounced. 
2.  Crashes in the UK market occur with a probability of around 8%, but these are accompanied 
by smaller jumps of approximately –2%. The average volatility at crash times is similar to the 
one in the US but the leverage effect is less significant. 
3.  In the French and German markets crashes have an occurrence rate of 4% and the jumps 
during such periods average at –8%. But the market is more volatile during market crashes 
                                                 
13 These coefficients are also large in the CAC. However it was the models without leverage that provided a better fit to the 
CAC. ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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than in the other countries, with a volatility of around 45%. The leverage effect is also 
significant, but slightly less than in the US. 
4.  The Japanese market behaves very differently from the other four markets as the market 
has been in decline for many years. There are no crash periods, in fact the unusual state is the 
one in which there is an upward jump in the index! This state does not happen too often 
(with a probability of only 5%) and then the average volatility is more than 50%, the expected 
return is positive and there is a more pronounced negative skew. 
 
VI  Equity Index Implied Volatility Skews 
A ‘stylized fact’ that has emerged from recent literature (reviewed in the introduction) is that index 
skews are both too pronounced and too persistent to accord with the standard time-series analysis of 
the conditional densities of index returns. But the asymmetric normal mixture GARCH process is not 
a standard time-series model. It has time-varying conditional skewness and kurtosis, so the volatility 
skew will not be the same for all maturities. It is also able to distinguish between two sources of 
asymmetry in physical returns distributions  – a dynamic leverage effect and a more persistent 
asymmetry in the skew. Furthermore, it recovers traders’ beliefs about the likelihood of a market 
crash, and the returns and volatility behaviour during tranquil and crash periods.  
 
A natural question to ask, therefore, is how these properties are reflected in the equity skews implied 
by these models. In this section we compare the implied volatility skews generated by asymmetric 
normal mixture GARCH models with those implied by other GARCH models, in the physical 
measure. In this section we show that the asymmetric n ormal mixture GARCH model generates 
realistic skews, even in the absence of a risk premium. We subsequently differentiate between two 
asymmetric effects: a persistence in the skew that is captured by the difference in means of the 
variance components, and  a leverage effect that is captured by the asymmetry in each variance 
component. 
 
We shall use the parameter estimates of the S&P index returns given in Table 5 for: the normal, t- and 
asymmetric t-GARCH(1,1) models; the GJR parameterizations for the standard, t- and asymmetric t-
GARCH models; and the zero-mean NM(2)-GARCH with symmetric and skewed (based on the GJR 
model) components.14 We now simulate volatility skews using each of these models and compare their 
characteristics. 
 
Since our results are based on daily returns, we also simulate daily returns. Starting with S0 = 100 and 
using r = 0.03, we simulate the dynamics of the index value as: 
                                                 
14 Simulated skews for the other equity indices are available from the authors on request. ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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( ) ( ) t t / r exp S S t t t t t D + D - = D - e 2 s
2  
 
A European call option price of strike K and maturity T is computed as: 
( ) ( ) ( ) K S , max E rT exp c T - - = 0  
 
Repeating this procedure 50,000 times and computing their average gives our estimate of the option 
price. Then, applying the inverse Black-Scholes formula gives the simulated implied volatility at (K, T).  
 
Figure 1 presents the smiles based on the  nine models mentioned above. For comparison, we have 
tried to use the same vertical scale from 0 – 25% volatility for each smile.15 Since it has recently been 
shown that the continuous limit of the normal GARCH(1,1) model has a time varying deterministic 
variance process, there should be no risk premium in this model.16 Notice that the normal 
GARCH(1,1) skew  is almost completely flat, there being nothing in the model to capture asymmetry 
or term structure, except a mean reversion in the deterministic variance process.  
 
The GJR skews in figures (d) – (f) are more realistic, with substantially higher volatility for ITM calls 
than OTM calls. Also, the additional asymmetry afforded by using the skewed t-distribution in place 
of the standard Student’s t-distribution appears to be unnecessary, as there is very little difference 
between figure 1(e) and 1(f). Interestingly, we reached exactly the same conclusion based on our 
statistical tests. But again, there is no uncertainty in the model and hence we find very little term 
structure in the skew. 
 
As expected, the NM(2)-GJR model produces much the most realistic skew: not only is the skew 
pronounced (and less linear than in the single component GJR model), there is much more variation 
of volatility over time. Comparing figure 1(g) with 1(h), there  is a small increase in the skew’s 
persistence when non-zero means are admitted in figure 1(h). But it is small. On the other hand, 
comparing figure 1(i) with the best of the single component GJR parameterizations (arguably figure 
1(f)) the additional component in figure 1(i) allows for a richer structure in the skew with a noticeable 
term structure, exactly as we had hoped.  
 
VII  Summary and Conclusions 
This paper has introduced a new type of asymmetry into what is, arguably, the most successful and 
tractable GARCH model in common use, i.e. the normal mixture GARCH(1,1) model. Even without 
                                                 
15 However, for the two t-GARCH skews (figures 1(b) and 1(c)) this was impossible. Recall from Table 5 that the long term 
volatility estimates from these models were improbably high (at 41.21% for the t-GARCH and 32.43% for the asymmetric t-
GARCH). No surprise then that their volatility skews are completely unrealistic. 
16 See Alexander and Lazar (2004b). ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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asymmetry in the variance components, the symmetric normal GARCH(1,1) already has time-varying 
conditional skewness and kurtosis. So is it necessary to add a further source of asymmetry, using for 
instance GJR and AGARCH component variance processes? 
 
The answer to this question is undoubtedly yes. Both the statistical criteria and the simulations of the 
index skew justify the addition of this second type of asymmetry. The GJR (or AGARCH) 
components capture a leverage effect whilst the different component means capture a more persistent 
skew effect. It is only with different component means that the unconditional skewness is non-zero in 
this case.  But our results show that the dynamic asymmetry of the GJR (or AGARCH) components 
appears to be much the most important effect in equity markets. Our battery of statistical tests shows 
that the addition of dynamic asymmetry is very highly significant and dramatically improves the fit of 
the normal mixture model. However, the skew persistence that is captured by the use of two 
components with different means is only marginally significant. 
 
To summarize our empirical findings, we have demonstrated the clear superiority of normal mixture 
GARCH models over any single component GARCH models including the GJR parameterization and 
the skewed and standard Student’s  t-GARCH models.  Our results are also supported by a very 
powerful behavioural interpretation f or the theoretical models, where traders’ beliefs about the 
likelihood of a crash, and the returns and volatility in tranquil times and during the crash period, can 
be recovered from the physical data.  Over the data period considered (January 1991 to May 2003) the 
perceived likelihood of a crash was least in the Japanese, French and German markets (about 4%); 
next comes the US with the crash likelihood of about 6% and finally the UK, where traders’ associate 
a probability of 8% to the crash scenario. We have found that the crash market in the US is much 
stronger than it is in the UK, in that the index jumps down further. Nevertheless, the UK and US 
markets have the lowest crash volatilities, of 30% compared with 45-50% in the Japanese, French and 
German markets. There is a very pronounced leverage effect during crash markets in the US and 
France and this, since traders believe that the market could crash (albeit with a low probability) the 
leverage effect dominates the long term persistence features in the equity skew.  
 
Our future research will first extend the limiting results of Alexander and Lazar (2004b) to the case of 
asymmetric GARCH variance components and thus derive the functional form of the time varying 
risk premium. Comparison of the risk neutral skews generated by the NM(2)-GJR model would be of 
particular interest. Then the discrete and continuous versions of the NM(2)-GJR model could be 
calibrated to physical and options data simultaneously, following the work of Chernov and Ghysels 
(2000) and others. Thereafter, armed with tractable lognormal mixture transition and marginal price 
densities, the model should provide a useful tool for pricing and hedging path dependent options. 
 ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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Appendix 1: Moments of the Asymmetric Normal Mixture GARCH Models 
We use the following notations:   ) ( E ) ( E x t t
2 2 s e = =  and  ) ( E y it i
2 s =  for i = 1, …, K.  
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The full derivation of these results is available from the authors on request. ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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Appendix 2: Numerical Derivatives of the Asymmetric Normal Mixture GARCH Models 
The only difference from the NM(K)-GARCH model numerical derivatives (Alexander and Lazar, 
2004a) is the first and second order derivatives of 
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Appendix 3: The Autocorrelation Function of the Squared Errors in the  
Asymmetric Normal Mixture GARCH Models 
The autocorrelations of the squared errors can be expressed as:17 
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17 Since the variance of the NM(K)-GARCH(1,1) model can be expressed as a GARCH(K,K) variance, according to 
Bollerslev (1986) the autocorrelations can also be written as an AR(K) process. ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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Table 1. Estimation results for the CAC 40 Index 
 
Model  (1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)  (14)  (15) 
p1(d.f.  for (4)-(9))        9.7319  10.2452  10.2712  9.8402  10.3367  10.3913  0.9423  0.9640  0.9603  0.9428  0.9660  0.9590 
        (7.92)  (7.88)  (7.79)  (7.65)  (7.63)  (7.50)  (37.82)  (54.62)  (45.63)  (37.02)  (62.74)  (44.14) 
µ1(Sk..for (7)-(9))              -0.0330  -0.0245  -0.0292  0  0  0  0.0046  0.0039  0.0037 
              (-1.22)  (-0.90)  (-1.07)        (1.16)  (1.10)  (1.17) 
?1   1.2E-3  3.0E-4  9.9E-4  6.8E-4  1.1E-4  7.5E-4  6.8E-4  1.2E-4  7.4E-4  4.3E-4  -1.2E-5  5.6E-4  4.2E-4  -2.6E-5  5.4E-4 
  (6.30)  (1.36)  (5.46)  (2.99)  (0.38)  (3.63)  (2.99)  (0.42)  (3.63)  (2.56)  (-0.05)  (3.48)  (2.55)  (-0.11)  (3.41) 
a1  0.0653  0.0458  0.0120  0.0583  0.0522  0.0140  0.0587  0.0523  0.0143  0.0488  0.0470  0.0116  0.0487  0.0470  0.0115 
  (8.34)  (9.22)  (2.48)  (6.45)  (6.07)  (1.68)  (6.50)  (6.08)  (1.71)  (6.66)  (6.35)  (1.51)  (6.68)  (6.33)  (1.48) 
?1    0.1268  0.0706    0.1191  0.0743    0.1178  0.0737    0.1195  0.0662    0.1210  0.0661 
    (7.11)  (7.91)    (4.94)  (5.53)    (4.88)  (5.51)    (5.05)  (5.68)    (5.09)  (5.69) 
ß1  0.9116  0.9324  0.9320  0.9286  0.9307  0.9338  0.9283  0.9306  0.9337  0.9343  0.9328  0.9371  0.9347  0.9328  0.9377 
  (84.92)  (113.46)  (111.88)  (81.57)  (87.17)  (91.19)  (81.83)  (87.22)  (91.35)  (96.81)  (97.82)  (101.39)  (98.41)  (97.99)  (102.03) 
p2                     0.0577  0.0360  0.0397  0.0572  0.0340  0.0410 
µ2                     0  0  0  -0.0752  -0.1115  -0.0869 
?2                     0.0289  0.0398  0.0410  0.0244  0.0238  0.0362 
                    (1.46)  (0.51)  (0.69)  (1.55)  (0.37)  (0.77) 
a2                    0.7699  0.7734  0.3160  0.8945  1.3708  0.4438 
                    (0.81)  (0.53)  (0.38)  (0.84)  (0.68)  (0.36) 
?2                      0.0262  0.6255    -0.0126  0.5815 
                      (0.19)  (0.43)    (-0.17)  (0.43) 
ß2                    0.5865  0.5868  0.5961  0.5705  0.5518  0.5736 
                    (1.90)  (0.92)  (1.08)  (1.90)  (1.15)  (1.13) 
Unconditional s  22.34%  21.83%  21.83%  22.75%  22.27%  22.27%  22.75%  22.26%  22.24%  23.01%  22.36%  22.20%  23.29%  23.10%  22.30% 
Unconditional s1                    21.42%  21.14%  20.97%  21.65%  21.71%  21.03% 
Unconditional s2                    41.05%  43.73%  42.23%  41.22%  46.56%  41.30% 
Unconditional t              -0.0480  -0.0344  -0.0407  0  0  0  -0.1275  -0.1604  -0.1242 
Unconditional k  0.6908  0.5428  0.7521  2.4794  2.3639  4.0811  -1.0446  -1.3430  -1.5027  3.6878  2.5241  1.9386  4.8295  6.1933  2.0312 
Loglikelihood  355.4  374.4  375.2  396.9  414.5  414.1  397.7  414.9  414.7  396.9  415.3  415.1  398.3  416.7  416.4 
Moment tests 1%  2  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  1  2  1  0  0 
Density  1.5008  1.5799  1.3769  0.7360  1.1287  1.1680  0.6706  1.1383  0.9778  0.9175  0.7898  0.6122  0.8579  0.9032  0.7717 
ACF  0.2260  0.3422  0.2353  0.1598  0.0654  0.2161  7.5529  17.5556  37.1285  0.0794  0.2051  0.2672  0.0677  0.1061  0.2334 ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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Table 2. Estimation results for the DAX 30 Index 
 
Model  (1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)  (14)  (15) 
p1(d.f.  for (4)-(9))        7.1878  7.5348  7.5359  7.2108  7.5438  7.5476  0.9578  0.9647  0.9581  0.9551  0.9629  0.9558 
        (10.85)  (10.92)  (10.83)  (10.69)  (10.77)  (10.67)  (86.41)  (91.62)  (81.68)  (83.91)  (90.89)  (80.85) 
µ1(Sk..for (7)-(9))              -0.0596  -0.0483  -0.0507  0  0  0  0.0034  0.0029  0.0034 
              (-2.35)  (-1.89)  (-1.99)        (1.58)  (1.36)  (1.53) 
?1   1.0E-3  4.9E-4  1.0E-3  2.9E-4  5.5E-5  4.1E-4  2.9E-4  7.1E-5  4.0E-4  8.2E-5  -6.8E-5  1.6E-4  7.8E-5  -7.0E-5  1.5E-4 
  (8.04)  (3.43)  (7.41)  (2.53)  (0.31)  (3.27)  (2.54)  (0.41)  (3.26)  (1.30)  (-0.55)  (2.21)  (1.26)  (-0.58)  (2.16) 
a1  0.0844  0.0630  0.0355  0.0734  0.0734  0.0398  0.0726  0.0726  0.0399  0.0542  0.0577  0.0301  0.0534  0.0568  0.0296 
  (10.13)  (11.67)  (6.00)  (7.32)  (7.18)  (3.72)  (7.35)  (7.17)  (3.73)  (8.23)  (7.90)  (3.70)  (8.22)  (7.93)  (3.69) 
?1    0.0839  0.0735    0.0723  0.0727    0.0701  0.0696    0.0698  0.0506    0.0694  0.0496 
    (9.38)  (7.74)    (4.41)  (4.66)    (4.27)  (4.53)    (4.31)  (4.44)    (4.27)  (4.40) 
ß1  0.8980  0.9196  0.9090  0.9245  0.9217  0.9192  0.9254  0.9227  0.9207  0.9361  0.9307  0.9331  0.9367  0.9317  0.9341 
  (91.15)  (128.18)  (107.41)  (94.20)  (93.03)  (91.69)  (95.87)  (94.09)  (93.22)  (127.27)  (117.53)  (121.73)  (128.68)  (119.57)  (123.82) 
p2                     0.0422  0.0353  0.0419  0.0449  0.0371  0.0442 
µ2                     0  0  0  -0.0727  -0.0744  -0.0735 
?2                     0.0554  0.0621  0.0627  0.0516  0.0600  0.0598 
                    (0.67)  (0.48)  (0.56)  (0.77)  (0.55)  (0.64) 
a2                    0.7095  0.4451  0.1364  0.6915  0.4253  0.0982 
                    (0.67)  (0.52)  (0.31)  (0.80)  (0.58)  (0.25) 
?2                      0.1595  0.8868    0.1432  0.8641 
                      (0.43)  (0.49)    (0.40)  (0.58) 
ß2                    0.5984  0.5871  0.5722  0.5999  0.5940  0.5764 
                    (1.04)  (0.73)  (0.78)  (1.22)  (0.85)  (0.91) 
Unconditional s  24.03%  23.11%  23.09%  37.12%  29.92%  29.75%  37.26%  30.01%  29.54%  24.87%  24.12%  23.60%  24.82%  24.11%  23.54% 
Unconditional s1                    23.17%  22.69%  22.00%  23.06%  22.64%  21.90% 
Unconditional s2                    49.72%  49.05%  47.12%  48.52%  47.97%  45.89% 
Unconditional t              -0.1153  -0.0894  -0.0937  0  0  0  -0.1179  -0.1070  -0.1228 
Unconditional k  2.0706  1.1340  1.9110  NA  NA  NA  NA  NA  11.4562  7.6984  3.8355  4.2003  7.0208  3.6691  3.6944 
Loglikelihood  373.6  387.5  389.3  478.6  490.1  490.3  481.1  491.7  492.0  490.7  502.0  502.6  492.0  503.0  504.0 
Moment tests 1%  2  2  3  2  1  1  2  1  2  4  3  4  3  3  4 
Density  2.4236  2.3173  2.0420  0.9949  0.9186  1.3234  0.9354  0.7601  0.7884  0.8168  1.2321  0.9142  0.6848  1.0770  0.6858 
ACF  0.1887  0.3718  0.2512  11.8904  3.1054  10.1459  19.8213  3.7574  1.8564  0.1660  0.1180  0.1073  0.1374  0.1201  0.1304 
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Table 3. Estimation results for the FTSE 100 Index 
 
Model  (1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)  (14)  (15) 
p1(d.f.  for (4)-(9))        11.4353  11.5482  11.7353  11.5386  11.5999  11.8102  0.8820  0.9127  0.9207  0.8142  0.9135  0.9226 
        (5.59)  (5.75)  (5.84)  (5.63)  (5.75)  (5.84)  (16.24)  (25.35)  (23.88)  (11.34)  (25.10)  (23.41) 
µ1(Sk..for (7)-(9))              -0.0375  -0.0189  -0.0211  0  0  0  0.0063  0.0019  0.0026 
              (-1.40)  (-0.71)  (-0.80)        (2.01)  (0.88)  (1.22) 
?1   3.1E-4  -4.4E-5  2.9E-4  2.6E-4  -1.5E-4  2.8E-4  2.6E-4  -1.4E-4  2.8E-4  1.1E-4  -3.9E-4  2.0E-4  6.0E-5  -3.8E-4  1.9E-4 
  (3.96)  (-0.44)  (4.79)  (2.92)  (-1.04)  (3.80)  (2.90)  (-0.99)  (3.77)  (1.46)  (-2.25)  (3.11)  (0.90)  (-2.21)  (3.03) 
a1  0.0738  0.0537  0.0151  0.0703  0.0545  0.0115  0.0700  0.0544  0.0119  0.0533  0.0468  0.0051  0.0443  0.0466  0.0054 
  (10.19)  (8.87)  (2.55)  (7.38)  (6.46)  (1.53)  (7.45)  (6.47)  (1.58)  (5.61)  (5.74)  (0.77)  (4.79)  (5.73)  (0.81) 
?1    0.0876  0.0779    0.0980  0.0852    0.0969  0.0842    0.1224  0.0812    0.1212  0.0797 
    (6.79)  (8.22)    (5.54)  (6.63)    (5.49)  (6.60)    (5.57)  (6.65)    (5.51)  (6.66) 
ß1  0.9171  0.9335  0.9363  0.9224  0.9327  0.9370  0.9227  0.9329  0.9371  0.9330  0.9328  0.9397  0.9423  0.9332  0.9405 
  (112.77)  (138.57)  (139.99)  (90.08)  (100.46)  (108.25)  (91.32)  (100.85)  (108.59)  (87.12)  (93.91)  (105.37)  (89.22)  (93.91)  (106.62) 
p2                     0.1180  0.0873  0.0793  0.1858  0.0865  0.0774 
µ2                     0  0  0  -0.0275  -0.0202  -0.0312 
?2                     0.0074  0.0042  0.0060  0.0037  0.0035  0.0058 
                    (1.35)  (0.86)  (1.26)  (1.67)  (0.74)  (1.25) 
a2                    0.4591  0.3713  0.4638  0.3234  0.3695  0.5275 
                    (2.36)  (2.29)  (1.93)  (3.14)  (2.49)  (2.03) 
?2                      -0.0267  -0.1438    -0.0354  -0.2101 
                      (-0.41)  (-0.34)    (-0.54)  (-0.47) 
ß2                    0.6789  0.7903  0.7654  0.7633  0.7993  0.7565 
                    (4.68)  (7.72)  (7.31)  (9.51)  (8.75)  (7.19) 
Unconditional s  18.53%  16.97%  17.40%  18.91%  17.15%  17.73%  18.90%  17.14%  17.68%  17.95%  17.00%  17.19%  17.99%  17.07%  17.27% 
Unconditional s1                    16.52%  15.73%  16.00%  16.09%  15.78%  16.09% 
Unconditional s2                    26.31%  26.91%  27.39%  24.48%  27.10%  27.52% 
Unconditional t              -0.0483  -0.0244  -0.0269  0  0  0  -0.0903  -0.0513  -0.0706 
Unconditional k  4.5022  1.3501  3.5253  8.5581  3.0208  22.5555  0.7667  -1.3738  -1.5777  6.1528  3.1377  2.8508  6.3090  3.3577  3.0345 
Loglikelihood  1192.0  1213.9  1217.2  1212.9  1235.8  1239.1  1213.9  1236.0  1239.4  1214.6  1242.5  1244.7  1216.4  1242.9  1245.4 
Moment tests 1%  1  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
Density  1.5140  1.2135  0.9711  0.6399  0.8276  0.8717  0.6906  0.8302  0.6942  0.7519  0.7869  0.7800  0.6732  0.7569  0.5355 
ACF  0.7160  0.1117  0.3850  1.4849  0.1577  1.4929  0.1840  25.1860  78.2128  0.2608  0.1364  0.1232  0.3295  0.1183  0.1187 
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Table 4. Estimation results for the NIKKEI 225 Index 
 
Model  (1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)  (14)  (15) 
p1(d.f.  for (4)-(9))        7.0281  7.7837  7.5387  7.0218  7.8057  7.5417  0.9294  0.9556  0.9538  0.9408  0.9576  0.9570 
        (9.15)  (9.03)  (9.24)  (9.14)  (9.01)  (9.23)  (38.61)  (52.26)  (50.41)  (43.36)  (53.82)  (53.18) 
µ1(Sk..for (7)-(9))              -0.0056  0.0111  0.0020  0  0  0  -0.0044  0.0028  -0.0043 
              (-0.22)  (0.43)  (0.08)        (-1.42)  (1.00)  (-1.52) 
?1   1.9E-3  -1.6E-4  1.5E-3  1.1E-3  -6.6E-4  8.9E-4  1.1E-3  -6.7E-4  9.0E-4  6.8E-4  -8.0E-4  6.1E-4  7.4E-4  -7.7E-4  6.3E-4 
  (7.49)  (-0.53)  (7.05)  (3.29)  (-1.53)  (3.38)  (3.28)  (-1.55)  (3.37)  (2.95)  (-2.23)  (3.20)  (3.10)  (-2.15)  (3.27) 
a1  0.0807  0.0681  0.0264  0.0733  0.0590  0.0215  0.0734  0.0590  0.0215  0.0571  0.0482  0.0179  0.0597  0.0490  0.0183 
  (10.62)  (9.96)  (3.96)  (6.75)  (6.39)  (2.56)  (6.75)  (6.39)  (2.55)  (6.99)  (6.85)  (2.77)  (7.21)  (6.87)  (2.82) 
?1    0.1587  0.0981    0.1730  0.0965    0.1738  0.0966    0.1857  0.0839    0.1839  0.0844 
    (10.34)  (8.27)    (6.43)  (5.89)    (6.44)  (5.89)    (6.77)  (6.57)    (6.84)  (6.57) 
ß1  0.8887  0.9066  0.9026  0.9100  0.9228  0.9184  0.9101  0.9228  0.9184  0.9154  0.9253  0.9195  0.9126  0.9239  0.9187 
  (89.33)  (111.89)  (94.21)  (68.25)  (82.86)  (77.70)  (68.26)  (82.74)  (77.65)  (79.62)  (94.36)  (89.65)  (78.60)  (92.58)  (89.14) 
p2                     0.0706  0.0444  0.0462  0.0592  0.0424  0.0430 
µ2                     0  0  0  0.0695  -0.0635  0.0960 
?2                     0.0346  0.0329  0.0432  0.0468  0.0317  0.0518 
                    (1.19)  (0.63)  (0.72)  (1.09)  (0.50)  (0.73) 
a2                    0.4924  0.5178  0.3315  0.5665  0.5716  0.3388 
                    (1.26)  (0.76)  (0.59)  (1.10)  (0.68)  (0.52) 
?2                      0.0930  0.2382    0.1240  0.3338 
                      (0.56)  (0.26)    (0.75)  (0.30) 
ß2                    0.7102  0.7423  0.7245  0.6603  0.7207  0.6836 
                    (3.59)  (2.49)  (2.20)  (2.59)  (2.03)  (1.80) 
Unconditional s  24.99%  24.80%  25.96%  25.85%  24.66%  27.52%  25.87%  24.66%  27.52%  25.06%  24.32%  25.92%  25.19%  24.46%  26.03% 
Unconditional s1                    22.44%  22.28%  23.98%  22.75%  22.39%  24.11% 
Unconditional s2                    47.55%  51.38%  51.63%  49.36%  51.71%  52.17% 
Unconditional t              -0.0114  0.0200  0.0037  0  0  0  0.1495  0.2010  0.1525 
Unconditional k  0.8242  1.2460  2.2529  4.3800  4.6234  NA  0.3059  -0.4480  0.3453  3.8474  3.7111  3.3675  3.7088  3.5502  3.2459 
Loglikelihood  120.0  158.5  146.2  189.7  221.0  213.2  189.7  221.1  213.2  191.3  227.2  217.8  192.5  229.1  219.3 
Moment tests 1%  2  2  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  1 
Density  1.9647  1.5412  1.7282  0.8046  0.9122  1.0593  0.8718  0.8086  1.0423  0.7429  0.7305  0.9732  0.7339  0.7198  0.7777 
ACF  0.1451  0.2707  0.6610  1.4882  1.2539  4.9502  0.1357  0.2768  0.2251  0.1837  0.1210  0.3343  0.1684  0.0975  0.3114 
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Table 5. Estimation results for the S&P 500 Index 
 
Model  (1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5)  (6)  (7)  (8)  (9)  (10)  (11)  (12)  (13)  (14)  (15) 
p1(d.f.  for (4)-(9))        6.1960  6.7604  6.9690  6.2970  6.9093  7.1501  0.8783  0.9213  0.9448  0.8899  0.9293  0.9430 
        (9.47)  (9.24)  (9.32)  (9.15)  (8.87)  (8.84)  (33.40)  (37.26)  (51.31)  (36.05)  (42.25)  (51.02) 
µ1(Sk..for (7)-(9))              -0.0439  -0.0488  -0.0524  0  0  0  0.0069  0.0061  0.0057 
              (-1.73)  (-1.88)  (-1.99)        (3.16)  (3.29)  (3.31) 
?1   1.3E-4  -2.9E-4  2.2E-4  6.8E-5  -2.3E-4  1.7E-4  7.6E-5  -2.3E-4  1.8E-4  1.0E-5  -1.8E-4  1.3E-4  1.6E-5  -1.8E-4  1.3E-4 
  (4.64)  (-2.31)  (7.35)  (1.77)  (-1.59)  (3.63)  (1.91)  (-1.55)  (3.73)  (0.45)  (-1.74)  (3.42)  (0.69)  (-1.74)  (3.37) 
a1  0.0471  0.0475  0.0018  0.0474  0.0535  0.0079  0.0486  0.0544  0.0082  0.0288  0.0433  0.0063  0.0304  0.0459  0.0069 
  (10.40)  (10.10)  (0.35)  (6.64)  (6.40)  (0.91)  (6.70)  (6.47)  (0.95)  (6.21)  (6.76)  (0.92)  (6.28)  (6.99)  (1.01) 
?1    0.1119  0.0852    0.0937  0.0893    0.0933  0.0907    0.0887  0.0829    0.0876  0.0837 
    (7.18)  (10.77)    (4.81)  (6.44)    (4.84)  (6.55)    (4.87)  (7.40)    (5.10)  (7.31) 
ß1  0.9495  0.9416  0.9472  0.9522  0.9391  0.9421  0.9507  0.9378  0.9406  0.9607  0.9381  0.9375  0.9587  0.9349  0.9359 
  (201.78)  (194.11)  (219.31)  (139.55)  (114.36)  (118.16)  (135.04)  (112.28)  (115.93)  (163.43)  (116.94)  (120.65)  (156.71)  (113.75)  (116.98) 
p2                     0.1217  0.0787  0.0552  0.1101  0.0707  0.0570 
µ2                     0  0  0  -0.0556  -0.0804  -0.0942 
?2                     0.0080  -0.0032  0.0317  0.0084  -0.0039  0.0240 
                    (1.71)  (-0.50)  (0.91)  (1.78)  (-0.63)  (0.83) 
a2                    0.5245  0.0820  -0.0383  0.6001  0.0855  0.0684 
                    (2.71)  (1.45)  (-0.09)  (2.56)  (1.45)  (0.14) 
?2                      0.2395  1.3872    0.2504  1.0860 
                      (1.09)  (1.02)    (1.20)  (0.90) 
ß2                    0.7271  0.9600  0.5113  0.7026  0.9575  0.5377 
                    (6.24)  (39.36)  (1.03)  (5.78)  (40.98)  (1.05) 
Unconditional s  19.25%  16.63%  16.10%  41.21%  17.93%  17.77%  32.43%  17.72%  17.47%  17.56%  16.52%  16.41%  17.64%  16.31%  16.13% 
Unconditional s1                    15.11%  14.72%  15.03%  15.26%  14.64%  14.77% 
Unconditional s2                    29.78%  30.49%  31.77%  30.15%  29.60%  29.38% 
Unconditional t              -0.1010  -0.0997  -0.1026  0    0  -0.2297  -0.2683  -0.2588 
Unconditional k  5.3756  1.5033  3.8951  NA  9.2975  NA  NA  1.1879  3.5948  8.7107  3.8027  3.3077  9.7287  3.5860  2.6070 
Loglikelihood  1292.3  1317.7  1324.3  1375.5  1391.4  1396.8  1377.0  1393.2  1398.9  1376.2  1391.7  1401.1  1381.9  1397.5  1406.5 
Moment tests 1%  1  1  3  0  0  0  1  0  1  0  0  1  1  0  2 
Density  2.8043  1.8920  1.3301  3.0903  1.1384  1.9504  2.3198  1.1729  1.2590  0.9592  0.8875  1.2573  0.9444  1.0892  0.7582 
ACF  2.2051  0.1166  0.7790  29.8164  1.8548  7.8304  29.7108  0.1499  1.1739  0.2005  0.0568  0.0667  0.2246  0.0632  0.0697 ISMA Centre Discussion Papers in Finance 2004-14 
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Fig. 1. Simulated Equity Index Skews 
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(i)  NM(2)-GJR 
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